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Zurich is one of the richest cities in Europe, The
vaults of the Swiss Bank must certainly hold many great
European secrets. (Ask a prominent North Country
M.P.) It is also a very correct city in its behaviour: there
is no restaurant night-life after the concerts, opera,
theatres, and cinemas have closed: lights are put out at
midnight, which is over one hour later than at Berne.
However, there is plenty of party life in the big private
houses which abound all along the lakes: entertaining is
on a very bright scale, I gather, and you have to spend
some time in the place before you know the ropes. There
are certain extension nights in some of the restaurants,
but for a stranger they are remarkably difficult to find—
they are not always so easy in London, either, for
strangers. In and around the university there are 45,000
students, who do not all go to bed at eleven o'clock;
meet some of them, and you will have plenty of exten-
sion nights.
Having just been telephoning a friend at St. Moritz,
I have already some advance gleanings of the Ritz of
Switzerland. (Americans especially always accentuate the
last syllable in St. Moritz.) The principal news is that
Mrs. Charles Cartwright has just given a huge party with
a Tyrolean band imported from Kitzbiihel. And "Auntie
B" (not all may call her "Beatrice") gives grand parties,
in which there is nearly always an "incident" to amuse
the guests who are not concerned in it themselves.
I asked if certain regulars were there, and on enquiry
about that charmingly naive, unspoilt little American girl,
Miss Chico Kilvert, who used to "rough it" round the
luxury resorts of Europe, I heard that she was married
in America; her husband, Mr. Duncan Armstrong-
Taylor, is Mrs. (Laura) Corrigan's nephew.

